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To: The Hon Laurence D Skelly MLC, President of Tynwald,
and the Hon Council and Keys in Tynwald assembled

REPORT OF THE
ENVIRONMENT AND INFRASTRUCTURE POLICY REVIEW
COMMITTEE
FOURTH REPORT FOR THE SESSION 2020-21
End of Term Report: 2016-21

I.

INTRODUCTION
1. This Report offers an overview of inquiries on which we will not be able to report
before the dissolution of the House of Keys in August 2021. It also outlines a
number of watching briefs that we have held during this parliamentary term as
well as topics of potential future interest that we have identified.
2. This Report is not an attempt to dictate the work of this Committee in the new
administration. It will be the responsibility of the new members to use their
judgement to determine the needs and priorities of scrutiny moving forwards. This
Report is intended to offer Tynwald and the new members of the Committee an
insight into the topics that have concerned us throughout this administration.

Overview of the Committee’s work
3. During this parliamentary term, we have produced reports on:





The Regional Sewage Treatment Strategy - Peel [PP 2018/0038];
The Harbours Strategy [PP 2019/0102(1)] [PP 2019/0102(2)];
The Douglas Promenade Scheme [PP 2019/0119] [PP 2020/0133(1)]
[PP 2020/0133(2)] [PP 2021/0101];
The Regulation of the Safety and Quality of Cow’s Milk [PP 2021/0100]; and
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The Meat Plant [PP 2021/0150].1

A list of the recommendations approved by Tynwald is provided at Annex 2.
4. We have also taken evidence on a wide range of other topics, some of which are
discussed in the ‘watching brief’ section below.
5. Several crosscutting themes have emerged from our inquiries. These include:






Real or perceived conflicts of interest within the system. This has been
particularly evident in the area of regulation, where Government Departments
are often both the provider or promoter and the regulator of a service or
industry. We strongly believe that the creation of a separate regulatory body,
completely independent from Government, is the only way to solve these
systemic issues.
Strategic decisions being made by operational officers. This is no fault of the
officers involved, but rather a fundamental problem with the way in which
Government does strategy. We strongly advocate for a separation of strategy
from operation.
Poor project management. We have seen several examples of large
infrastructure projects which have been poorly managed. This is often
exacerbated by the departmental structure of Government, which creates a
silo mentality and impedes collaborative working. The result is that several
projects have come in behind schedule and over budget and caused great
disruption to businesses and residents. We think that a centralised capital
projects unit would help to resolve some of these issues.

Committee membership
6. In October 2016, Mr Callister MHK was elected as Chairman of this Committee.
Mrs Barber MHK and Mr Robertshaw MHK were elected as the other members of
the Committee at the same sitting.
7. Mr Callister was unable to take part in our inquiry on the Harbours Strategy, as he
was a member of the Department for Enterprise, which had been involved in
developing the strategy. Mrs Maska MLC was elected by Tynwald as an alternate
member for this inquiry, and we elected her as Chairman for the inquiry.
8. Mr Callister was also unable to take part in our inquiry on the Douglas Promenade
Scheme, as we had to scrutinise the role of the Department for Enterprise. After a
vote in Tynwald, we gained three additional Members for this inquiry: Mrs Maska
MLC, Mrs Poole-Wilson MLC, and Mr Perkins MHK. Mrs Maska was discharged

1

See Annex 1.
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from the Committee in July 2020, as she had taken on a role in the Department of
Infrastructure.
9. Mr Callister took on a departmental role in the Department of Environment, Food
and Agriculture in June 2020, and as a result he could no longer serve as Chairman
of this Committee. Mrs Barber MHK was subsequently elected by Tynwald as the
Chairman of the Committee, and Mr Mercer MLC was elected as a member of the
Committee.

II.

WORK IN PROGRESS

Road Transport Licensing
10. We have inquired into the road transport licensing regime as it applies to Bus
Vannin, with particular reference to how it plays out with the Department of
Infrastructure, the Manx Taxi Federation, and the Office of Fair Trading. We took
oral evidence from representatives of the Island Road Transport Association on
12th April 2019;2 representatives of the Manx Taxi Federation on 15 th May 2019;3
and the Infrastructure Minister and CEO on 19th March 2021.4 We have also
published additional written evidence on our website.5 Over the course of the
inquiry, we have identified a number of concerns.
11. There was a perceived conflict of interest in the regulatory framework, as the Road
Transport Licencing Committee (RTLC) was sponsored by Department of
Infrastructure yet also regulated the Department, which operates Bus Vannin
services. While there was a framework agreement in place setting out the
relationship between the Department and RTLC, it did not adequately provide for
dealing with such conflicts, which were not foreseen at the time the agreement
was drafted.6 We note that this conflict will now be resolved in the short term by
the transfer of functions to DEFA approved at the July 2021 sitting of Tynwald. This
must, however, only be an interim solution, as it does not adequately account for
the new potential for a perceived conflict of interest with the OFT, which is
currently investigating Bus Vannin’s dial-a-ride service, which was approved by the
RTLC.
12. In the longer term, we think the composition, function, and purpose of the RTLC
should be fundamentally reviewed, in particular:

2

PP 2019/0080, ENVI-RTL, No. 1/18-19 (12 Apr 2019).
PP 2019/0105, ENVI-RTL, No. 2/18-19 (15 May 2019).
4
PP 2021/0083, ENVI-BV, No. 1/20-21 (19 Mar 2021).
5
Submission from the OFT dated 13 June 2019; Submission from DEFA dated 5 June 2019; Submission from the
Island Road Transport Association dated 11 Mar 2019; Submission from Tours Isle of Man dated 27 Feb 2019;
Submission from the Manx Taxi Federation dated 26 Feb 2019.
6
Submission from the Department of Infrastructure dated 23 May 2019.
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The requirements for being a member of the RTLC. Currently, members are
allowed to have other roles which directly conflict with the aims of the
RTLC. For instance, the current Chairman is also the Chairman of
Travelwatch, a local transport interest group.



The appeals process. At the moment, applicants have to go through the
courts to appeal a decision made by the RTLC. This is both expensive and
time consuming and therefore not an option open to everybody,
particularly in those cases where a decision made by the RTLC has affected
a person’s livelihood.



Whether the licensing function could be carried out by another part of
Government, with an appropriate appeals process in place. The RTLC is
based on the system of Traffic Commissioners in the United Kingdom,
which was established in the 1960s.7 However, in other jurisdictions, road
transport licensing is dealt with as an executive function.8 The RTLC could
be adapted to become the appeals body, rather than the licensing
authority.

13. We have not yet reported on this inquiry as we have been unable to arrange for
the RTLC to give oral evidence. The session was disrupted several times by the
lockdowns, but also by the lack of resources available to the RTLC. It was very
concerning that the Chairman of the RTLC felt the need to write to us and explain
that the RTLC was unable to fully respond to our queries due to their lack of
resources.9 We note that the Minister for Environment, Food and Agriculture has
committed to reviewing the resources required for the body.
14. It is also concerning that the OFT has not yet completed its competition
investigation into Bus Vannin’s dial-a-ride service, which began in the summer of
2019. When we took oral evidence from the Chairman and the Head of the OFT in
March 2021,10 they explained that the investigation had been delayed partly
because some of the noticed parties had requested extensions to the deadline to
submit information, but also because of the OFT’s lack of resources, particularly
during the lockdowns. DEFA and the Council of Ministers must ensure that the OFT
is appropriately resourced for the important functions it carries out.

III.

WATCHING BRIEFS
15. The work of a Standing Committee does not finish after the debate on the
Committee’s report. It is good practice to follow up on earlier inquiries to find out
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whether the Government has done what it has been asked to do by the Committee
and Tynwald and, if not, why not.
16. Some of our inquiries have not resulted in Reports or recommendations;
nevertheless, they remain important topics which we have continued to monitor.
This section provides an overview of the evidence available and our observations.

Douglas Promenade Scheme
17. We have produced three Reports on our inquiry scrutinising the progress of the
Douglas Promenade refurbishment scheme.11 Each of these Reports has been laid
without recommendations, reflecting the urgency of the matter at hand, but they
have all included clear suggestions for improvements. As we noted in our final
Report, we are disappointed that few of these proposals have been implemented
or acknowledged by the Department.
18. We remain concerned that the full cost of the Scheme will be obscured by the
Department’s decision to use other revenue to pay for extra costs and use its own
staff to complete some of the works (in some instances by being subcontracted
through the contractor for the Scheme). The final costs of the Scheme must be
transparent and accountable to Tynwald and the taxpayer.
19. After the project has been completed, we think that there should be a full inquiry
into the handling of the project, whether by this Committee or another body. The
mistakes made during this project must not be repeated. As we have previously
recommended, there should be a full economic impact assessment at the outset
of any major infrastructure project in the future; the current process is clearly
inadequate.

Water Quality Standards and Regional Sewage Treatment
20. As part of our inquiry into Phase 2 of the Regional Sewage Treatment Strategy, we
recommended that the Island’s bathing water quality standards should be brought
into line with the most recent 2006 EU standards.12 In response, DEFA brought
forward a strategy to adopt the 2006 standards, which was approved by Tynwald
in December 2019.13

11

See Annex 1.
See Annex 2.
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Tynwald Debate (Item 5, 10 Dec 2019).
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21. Proposals to introduce Water Quality Objectives (WQO) and Environmental
Quality Standards (EQS) to bring the Island’s standards into line with the UK’s were
put out to public consultation on 15th July 2020, closing on 7th October 2020.14
22. We followed up on progress with implementing these standards in an oral hearing
with the DEFA Minister and the MUA Chairman in November 2020.15 During the
consultation process, concerns were raised about proposals to allow levels of PCBs
in Manx waters, which have otherwise been banned in the UK. When we asked
about this, the Minister explained that the levels in Manx rivers were sufficiently
low to fall within the UK standards. However, we query both the source of
information about PCB levels in Manx waters, which appears to be based on a
desktop study, and also why levels of PCBs have been accepted as a minimum
standard, rather than an exception.
23. The Water Pollution (Standards and Objectives) Scheme 2020 (SD 2020/0537) was
approved by Tynwald in December 2020,16 and the Water Pollution (Bathing Water
Standards and Objectives) Scheme 2021 (SD 2021/0086) was approved by Tynwald
in April 2021.17 Further scrutiny will be required to assess the implementation and
success of these Schemes.
24. Phase 2 of the Regional Sewage Treatment Strategy aims to provide sewage
treatment in the Peel and Laxey areas, which are the only regions where raw
sewage is still pumped out to sea. There have, however, been considerable
difficulties in finding an appropriate site for the works in both Peel and Laxey.
Further consideration should be given as to whether the regional approach
remains suitable for these two areas.

NSC Pool Refurbishment
25. In early 2020, we decided to investigate why the refurbishment of the pool in the
National Sports Centre had been delayed. After obtaining permission from the
Social Affairs Policy Review to inquire into the work of the Department of
Education, Sport and Culture, we requested written evidence from the
Department,18 and we went on a visit to the NSC in February 2020.
26. We were concerned during the site visit to find that, when we asked who the
project manager was, nobody was able to name a single individual. There was not

14

https://consult.gov.im/environment-food-and-agriculture/introduction-of-water-quality-objectives/
(accessed 2 Aug 2021).
15
PP 2020/0248, ENVI-WQ, No. 1/2020 (16 Nov 2020).
16
Tynwald Court (item 12, 15 Dec 2020).
17
Tynwald Court (Item 9, 20 Apr 2021).
18
Submission from Department of Education, Sport and Culture dated 16 Jan 2020.
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one central project manager, but several people taking on elements of the role,
across the Departments of Infrastructure and Education, Sport and Culture.
27. We recognise that, since we commenced our inquiry, there has been an
independent review of the Department of Infrastructure which, among other
things, recognised that there is a lack of project managers within the
Department.19
28. We are, however, concerned that plans to create a centralised capital projects unit
to manage major capital projects have been stalled by the publication of the
Beamans report.20 The report considered how best to restructure the Department,
not the Government as a whole. We believe that the centralisation of capital
projects outside of DOI would better ensure that collaborative working is
increased and costs and delays are reduced as a result.
29. We would also caution against differentiating between capital projects under and
over £3 million. This is an arbitrary distinction which does not take into account
the complexity of a project; it would also not account for those projects which may
have an initial budget of less than £3 million but end up costing much more. We
think that all capital projects should be dealt with by the proposed capital projects
unit.

Flooding Prevention
30. Prompted by the severe flooding suffered in Laxey in October 2019, we decided to
inquire into this topic, with particular reference to the implementation of
preventative measures; the maintenance of rivers, reservoirs and drains; the
insurance implications of living in flood prone areas; and the support provided
after flooding events. The evidence received has been published on our website.
31. The evidence we received highlighted the following concerns:




Residents of Laxey struggle to access flood insurance and even car insurance.
A Government-backed scheme would ensure that Laxey residents remain
insured against a future flood event and prevent their properties from being
devalued.
Concerns were raised about the lack of maintenance of rivers, in particular a
slowness to remove debris and fallen trees. It was felt that, had the river been
better maintained, flooding would not have been as severe, and that improved
future maintenance would help to prevent a similar event in the future.

32. Shortly after we began our inquiry, the Chief Minister commissioned an
independent review of what had happened and what needed to be done to better
19
20

Beamans, Department of Infrastructure - Review of Capacity & Capability (dated 6 June 2021).
Tynwald Court (Question 23, 15 June 2021).
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protect Laxey from flooding in the future. We decided to put this inquiry on hold
while this review was undertaken. The report by ARUP, which was published in
May 2020, made ten recommendations for improvements.21
33. In the summer of 2020, we asked the Chief Minister to provide us with an update
on how the Government intended to implement the report’s ten
recommendations. The Chief Secretary responded with a copy of the action plan
and agreed to provide us with regular updates on progress.22 We have yet to
receive an update.

Planning Enforcement
34. After referral from several MHKs,23 we put out a call for evidence in January 2019
inviting submissions from the public about the operation of the planning system,
with particular reference to planning enforcement. This generated a large number
of responses, which points to the systemic nature of the issue. The evidence
highlighted the difficulties faced when trying to get enforcement action taken
against someone suspected of breaching planning rules. It also highlighted more
general concerns about the bureaucracy of the system and how it appears to
prioritise some groups above others.
35. We heard from the Minister for Environment, Food, and Agriculture, the Chief
Executive, and the Director of Planning on 10th May 2019. We also heard from the
MHKs who had referred this matter to us, and the Chairman of Douglas Borough
Council’s Environmental Services Committee, the Director of Environmental
Services, and the Dilapidation Enforcement Officer.24 We decided at this point to
keep a watching brief on the topic, as the enforcement policy was still relatively
new and the Department appeared to have a plan to resolve some of the issues,
such as dedicating more resources to enforcement.
36. We asked for an update on the implementation of the enforcement policy in
August 2020.25
37. We have identified a number of concerns that would benefit from further
consideration:


The costs of retrospective planning are an issue as well as the time limits
for taking action for breaches;

21

ARUP - Laxey Flood of 1 Oct 2019 Independent Review - Final Report (accessed 2 Aug 2021).
Submission from the Chief Secretary dated 15 Sept 2020.
23
Letter from Lawrie Hooper MHK, Daphne Caine MHK, Kate Beecroft MHK, Juan Watterson SHK, Alex Allinson
MHK dated 10 Dec 2018.
24
PP 2019/0098, ENVI-PS, No.1/18-19 (10 May 2019).
25
Submission from the Director of Planning dated 18 Aug 2020.
22
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There should be a league table of categories of plan to be settled in
advance with different treatment for domestic, small-scale applications
and large applications from professional developers;



The appeals process should be improved, taking into account the different
categories of application and the different resources available to those
applying for permission;



The planning system should be separately administered by an authority
that does not make policy, but rather applies developed policy made
elsewhere.

38. The recent case of the Elm tree tunnel in St Marks, which received substantial
media attention, highlighted another potential failure of the system to us. In cases
where a planning application is submitted that involves protected trees, it does
not automatically trigger further investigation in the same way as when a
protected building is involved. There should be a root-and-branch review of
planning requirements for trees.

Open Skies Policy
39. In September 2017, we decided to inquire into what progress had been made with
implementing the Economic Policy Review Committee’s recommendations to
prepare for circumstances when the Open Skies policy may no longer be suitable
for the Island.26 We put out a call for evidence; the responses are published on our
website.
40. We took oral evidence on this topic from the Minister for Infrastructure, the Chief
Executive Officer, and the Director of Ports on 23rd March 2018.27 We have
received written evidence from the Department,28 and we have also followed up
on this topic at annual oral evidence hearings.29
41. The Department and the Council of Ministers have made it clear throughout that
they remain in favour of the Open Skies policy. ‘Continue to support the Open
Skies Policy’ was even added to the Programme for Government in Year 2.30 While
we too remain in favour of the policy in principle, we are concerned that the
Department still does not appear to have put in place formal contingency plans.
For instance, a review of the Island’s air routes was scheduled to be undertaken in
2018; this does not yet appear to have happened. Air transport licensing legislation
26

PP 0132/13; Tynwald Debate (Item 6, 10 Dec 2013).
PP 2018/0065, ENVI-OS, No. 1/17-18 (23 Mar 2018).
28
Submission dated 20th October 2017; Submission dated 4 May 2018; Submission dated 14 Feb 2019;
Submission dated 2 May 2019.
29
PP 2020/0052, ENVI-I, No.1/2020 (13 Mar 2020).
30
GD 2017/0002.
27
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was supposed to be drafted during the term 2019-20; this also does not appear to
have happened.
42. Over the past few years we have seen several instances where a contingency plan
would have been useful, such as the collapse of FlyBe, which had an impact on the
patient transfer service, and the collapse of travel altogether during the pandemic.
We recognise that the DOI provided financial support to allow Loganair to operate
flights to Heathrow and Manchester during the period of travel restrictions; the
withdrawal of support for the Heathrow route in July 2021 was justified by the
resumption of commercial flights to the region.31 We also recognise that business
needs for travel may have changed since we took evidence as a result of the
pandemic. Nevertheless, we remain of the view that the Department needs to take
a more nuanced approach to the issue of securing lifeline air routes for the Isle of
Man, rather than simply relying on the market.

IV.

POTENTIAL FUTURE WORKSTREAMS IDENTIFIED
43. There are several strands of work related to climate change mitigation and
adaptation that we would have liked to explore in more detail during this term.

Active Travel Strategy
44. The Active Travel Strategy (GD 2018/0043) ends in 2021, making it an appropriate
point at which to assess whether its objectives have been met. We last questioned
the Minister on progress in March 2020.32

Biodiversity Strategy
45. The Biodiversity Strategy (GD 2015/0049) was introduced in 2015 and it is
intended to run to 2025. We think that the midpoint would be an appropriate
juncture at which to examine the implementation and success of the strategy to
date.
46. The Department published an Action Plan Mid-Term Audit in August 2020,33
offering an overview of progress that has been made, new challenges that have
been identified, and an indicator of whether or not actions are likely to be
achievable. In a follow-up response to a July 2020 Tynwald question,34 it was
stated that three of the actions would not be achievable until significantly after

31

https://www.manxradio.com/news/isle-of-man-news/loganair-pulls-isle-of-man-to-heathrow-route/
(accessed 2 Aug 2021).
32
PP 2020/0052, ENVI-I, No.1/2020 (13 Mar 2020), Q59-75.
33
Managing Our Natural Wealth. Isle of Man’s Biodiversity Strategy 2015-23 Action Plan Mid-Term Audit (10
Aug 2020).
34
Tynwald Court (Oral Question 19, 22 July 2020); Hansard Appendix.
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the target date. However, the Audit does not reflect this, with no actions being
marked in red to indicate such.

Net Zero Action Plan
47. The Government’s Action Plan to achieving net zero by 2050 (GD 2019/0101) was
approved by Tynwald in January 2020;35 the Climate Change Plan 2022-2027 is at
the time of writing out to consultation.36 Ongoing scrutiny of the implementation
of the plan will undoubtedly be the focus of the next several administrations. The
Departments of Infrastructure and Environment, Food and Agriculture will play
important roles in implementing the plan, and as such will need to be carefully
scrutinised.

C L Barber MHK (Chairman)
C R Robertshaw MHK
R Mercer MLC

August 2021

35
36

Tynwald Court (Item 4, 21 Jan 2020).
https://consult.gov.im/cabinet-office/climate-change-plan-2022-2027/ (accessed 2 Aug 2021).
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ANNEX 1: REPORTS
2017-18: The Regional Sewage Treatment Strategy, Phase 2 - Peel
Reference: PP 2018/0038
Council of Ministers’ Response: GD 2018/0025
Laid: March 2018
Debate: May 2018

2018-19: Harbours Strategy
Reference: PP 2019/0102(1), PP 2019/0102(2)
Council of Ministers’ Response: GD 2019/0076
Laid: July 2019
Debate: December 2019

2018-19: Douglas Promenade Scheme – Interim Report
Reference: PP 2019/0119
Laid:

October 2019

Debate: October 2019

2019-20: Douglas Promenade Scheme – Second Interim Report
Reference: PP 2020/0133(1), PP 2020/0133(2)
Laid: July 2020
Debate: July 2020

2020-21: Douglas Promenade Scheme – Final Report
Reference: PP 2021/0101
Laid: May 2021
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2020-21: The Regulation of the Safety and Quality of Cow’s Milk
Reference: PP 2021/0100
Council of Ministers’ Response: GD 2021/0062
Laid: May 2021
Debate: July 2021

2020-21: The Meat Plant
Reference: PP 2021/0150
Laid: July 2021
Debate: July 2021
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ANNEX 2: COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS APPROVED BY
TYNWALD
The Regional Sewage Treatment Strategy - Peel [PP 2018/0038]
Recommendation 3
We recommend that provision for tertiary disinfection (e.g. UV treatment) be included in
the plans for regional works in the Central Valley.
We conclude that sewage treatment, while essential, will not solve all of Peel’s water
quality problems.
Recommendation 4
We therefore recommend that a solution for safely disposing of the Raggatt leachate be
developed in conjunction with any plans for sewage treatment in Peel.
Recommendation 5
We recommend that Tynwald is of the opinion that the existing bathing water quality
standards are inadequate. Provision must be made to adopt the standards included in the
2006 EU Bathing Water Directive as an objective as supported by Tynwald in March 2016
and that necessary implementation work should be completed in accordance with a time
bound plan agreed upon consideration of the scoping paper referred to in
Recommendation 6.
Recommendation 6
We recommend that the MUA and DEFA work together to produce a scoping report of
what is needed to comply with the EU 2006 Bathing Water Directive, and report back to
Tynwald by November 2018.
The Harbours Strategy [PP 2019/0102(1)] [PP 2019/0102(2)]
Recommendation 1
That the Department of Infrastructure should focus on progressing maintenance works
for Douglas Harbour as a matter of urgency.
The Regulation of the Safety and Quality of Cow’s Milk [PP 2021/0100]
Recommendation 1
That the Department of Environment, Food and Agriculture should develop and
implement a rating scheme for food producers, based on the publication of the results of
tests and inspections carried out for each food business and any other relevant
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information; and report to Tynwald with progress on implementing the scheme by
December 2021.
Recommendation 2
That the Department of Environment, Food and Agriculture should develop an escalation
framework for food safety and quality issues, clearly setting out the trigger points for
progression through the various enforcement options.
Recommendation 3
That the Department of Environment, Food and Agriculture should work with the Milk
Marketing Association to develop an improved testing regime for producer-retailers; and
report back to Tynwald on progress by December 2021.
Recommendation 4
That Tynwald is of the opinion that the regulation of any industry should be separated
from its promotion; and calls on the Council of Ministers to take this principle into account
when developing a new framework for regulation in the Isle of Man; and that in
developing that framework the Council of Ministers should consult with the Milk
Marketing Association and IOM Creameries and with every other person or entity who
could, in the opinion of the Council of Ministers, be affected by this resolution.
The Meat Plant [PP 2021/0150]
This Report was laid without recommendations and debated by Tynwald at the July 2021
sitting. An amendment was made to the motion to receive the Report and the following was
resolved:
That the Environment and Infrastructure Policy Review Committee’s Third Report for the
Session 2020-2021: The Meat Plant [PP No 2021/0150] be received and that Tynwald is of
the opinion that:
(a) the Meat Plant is a significant strategic asset for the Isle of Man which has been
severely affected by a number of changes in agricultural policies and external
legislative pressures over the last 15 years;
(b) putting any commercial enterprise into Government ownership is a major policy
decision which should be scrutinised and voted on by Tynwald;
(c) the Council of Ministers should develop a policy on government ownership for
consideration in Tynwald in November 2021;
(d) the equity in Isle of Man Meats Company held by Department of Environment, Food
and Agriculture should be transferred to Treasury urgently; and
(e) Meat Plant governance, management, regulation, strategy and operations should be
reviewed and reformed as soon as is practical.
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[…] the functions fulfilled currently by our RTLC are simply seen as routine or neo routine executive
government responsibility elsewhere but that in broad terms appeals are seen as once removed.
So where did we go wrong, why and when?
[…] in order to try and understand the answer to the above question would you be kind enough to try and
trace the genesis of the RTLC ? Could you please try to find out just what was in the mind of Tynwald when
the RTLC was set up and why?

To: Environment and Infrastructure Policy Review Committee
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Road Transport Licensing Committee
The RTLC was established by the Road Transport Act 2001 (section 1). The explanatory notes to the
Bill explain that the RTLC would replace the Road Traffic Commissioners (RTCs), who regulated bus
and coach services, and also take over responsibility for licensing taxis from local authorities. The
same explanation was also given during the Clauses stage of the Bill.1
Road Transport Bill 2001: Development of proposals for a new regulatory body
In the late 1990s, work began on the development of new road transport legislation.
In May 1997, the Department of Transport issued a consultation document on a Road Transport Bill,
which would regulate taxis, public service vehicles, and heavy goods vehicles. 2 The document
proposes that the Road Traffic Commissioners should be reconstituted as the Road Transport
Licensing Authority, with a ‘fresh and more independent appeal system’.3 The Authority would be
responsible for operator licensing of freight, public service vehicles and taxis, road service licensing
for public service vehicles, and the licensing of drivers of public service vehicles and taxis. It would
be composed of a Chairman appointed by the Chief Minister or the Lieutenant Governor, supported
by part-time members who would form three separate panels on each of the sectors to be regulated
by the Act.
The document notes that ‘it is not appropriate for appeals to lie to the Department of Transport,
which could well have been a party to earlier proceedings. On the other hand there are potential
problems in opting for immediate recourse to the legal system (eg. The High Court), which in any
event remains an ultimate option’.4 As the potential volume of appeals was not considered to be
easily estimated at this stage, it was suggested that initially ‘the Chief Minister should have the
authority to designate either an Inspector or an Appeal Tribunal (either on a permanent or an ad-hoc
basis as he sees fit) to hear appeals made to him against decisions of the Road Transport Licensing
Authority’.5
By April 1999, proposals for the regulatory body for the Road Transport Bill had changed slightly.6
The body had now been renamed the Road Transport Licensing Committee, as it was ‘thought
desirable to signal some distinction from the Road Traffic Commissioners under the 1964 Act, albeit
the Committee will take over many of those Commissioners’ functions’.7 It was now established
that appeals should be directed to the High Bailiff; guidelines would be issued for the procedures to
be followed.8

1

House of Keys (27 Mar 2001), K714.
Road Transport Bill Consultation Document Volume 1 (Road Services Legislation – Public Services Vehicles, and
Operators of Large Goods Vehicles), Department of Transport, May 1997.
3
Ibid., para. 4.1.
4
Ibid., para. 7.3.
5
Ibid., para. 7.3.
6
‘Proposals for a Road Transport Bill – General Provisions’, Department of Transport, April 1999.
7
Ibid., p. 7.
8
Ibid., p. 9.
2
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A commentary on the proposed Bill published in June 2000 reiterates these proposals for the new
Road Transport Licensing Committee.9
Road Transport Bill 2001: Debate in the Keys
Debate was adjourned during the Bill’s Second Reading on 30th January 2001, in order to give the
Department more time to consult with stakeholders. The Second Reading of the Bill was resumed on
7th March 2001, and the clauses were considered on 27th March 2001.
During consideration of the Bill, there was no debate on the proposed existence of the RTLC, its
position outside executive government, or the proposed appeals system. Debate instead focused on
the impartiality and independence of the proposed Committee’s membership. Mrs Cannell tabled
an amendment to disqualify Tynwald Members, current and former employees (including
contracted) of the Department of Transport, and those with a financial interest in any relevant trade
or business from being members of the RTLC; the motion failed to carry.10
Road Transport Bill 2001: Debate in the Council
The Bill had its Second Reading and clauses considered in the Council on 8th May 2001.
As in the Keys, there was no debate in the Legislative Council on the proposed existence of the RTLC,
its position outside executive government, or the proposed appeals system. Debate instead
revolved around the proposed number of members on the Committee.11

Road Traffic Commissioners
The RTCs were established by section 3 of the Road Traffic (Public Service Vehicles) Act 1964. The Act
regulated coach and bus services, including setting a minimum fare for these services, at a time
when all public transport on the Island was provided by the private sector.12 The role of the RTCs was
to issue licenses under the provisions of the Act and perform other relevant duties.
The Road Traffic (Public Service Vehicles) Act 1964 largely replicated provisions in the Road Traffic
Act 1960 (of Parliament). The Road Traffic Commissioners can therefore be understood as the Isle of
Man’s equivalent to the UK’s Traffic Commissioners, who regulated public service vehicles in their
respective Traffic Areas.13
Before the establishment of the RTCs, coach operations were licensed by local authorities, and bus
services were regulated by the Highway Board.

9

‘Commentary on the Proposed Road Transport Bill 2000’, Department of Transport, June 2000.
House of Keys (27 Mar 2001), K714-K717.
11
Legislative Council (8 May 2001), C382-3.
12
The bus service was nationalised in October 1976, when the Isle of Man National Transport Limited was formed. The
company acquired the assets and personnel of the Douglas Corporation Motor Transport Department and Isle of Man
Road Services Limited.
13
A similar system exists to this day in the UK: https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/traffic-commissioners.
10
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Membership
There were three commissioners: the Chairman was appointed by the Governor (later Chief
Minister) and the other two members were elected by Tynwald (later appointed by the Council of
Ministers and approved by Tynwald). Members of Tynwald were not eligible for membership of the
Committee. Similarly disqualified was anyone with a ‘financial interest in any transport undertaking
which carries passengers’.14 The commissioners could be removed from post by a resolution of
Tynwald. The Governor (later Chief Minister) could also remove a commissioner from post under
certain conditions.
Appeals System
The Highway Board (later renamed the Department of Highways, Ports and Properties) acted as the
appellate body for decisions made by the Road Traffic Commissioners.15
Report of the Committee of Tynwald on the Motor Coach Industry
The Road Traffic (Public Service Vehicles) Bill 1963 was the result of a recommendation by a Tynwald
Committee appointed to investigate the motor coach industry in the Isle of Man and the
requirement for modern legislation.16 The Committee recommended that ‘the English Licensing
System, so far as is possible, should be adopted in the Isle of Man’. As the mover, Mr Quayle,
explained during debate:
There is one main recommendation, and that is the centralisation of licensing. I don't propose
to go into detail, and I hope the Court will be prepared to accept this one main principle for the
centralisation of licensing by a licensing body, which would be independent of the Highway
Board, but with the Board available as the final authority to hear appeals.17
The report further explains that:
We have discussed with the Highway Board the proposal that they should take over the
Licensing of Coaches along with the Licensing of Omnibuses which they at present carry out.
They strongly represented that this should not be done – not only because of the work involved,
but also because of the desirability of freeing such functions from any political influence. We
have come to the conclusion that the licensing body should be independent of the Highway
Board, but, for the sake of the economy, should operate from the office and use the staff of the
Board.18
The report was debated and agreed on 17th May 1961.

14

Road Traffic (Public Service Vehicles) Act 1964, s3(4).
Road Traffic (Public Service Vehicles) Act 1964, s15.
16
Tynwald Court (17 May 1961), 1617-1619.
17
Tynwald Court (17 May 1961), 1617.
18
Report on the Motor Coach Industry, para. 29.
15
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Road Traffic (Public Service Vehicles) Bill 1964: Debate in the Council
During debate on 4th June 1963, Mr Bolton queried the proposed relationship between the Highway
Board and the Road Traffic Commissioners (1322). As a result, debate was adjourned until the
Council’s next sitting on 1st October 1963. However, the query was not raised at this later sitting,
and no appropriate amendments were tabled.
Road Traffic (Public Service Vehicles) Bill 1964: Debate in the Keys
Some concerns were raised about the relationship between the Highway Board and the proposed
RTCs by advocate T.W. Cain, who appeared before the Keys on behalf of the Isle of Man Coach
Owners’ Association. He explained that:
‘…it is the view of my clients that the commissioners, who are the issuing authority, should not
use the same offices and the same staff as does the Board to whom the appeal will go. If they
use the same staff and there is an appeal from the commissioners to the Board, it is in fact the
same staff advising the Board as has advised the commissioners […] the commissioners should
not use the offices of the Highway Board and secondly, the public service vehicle examiner
should be in the service of the commissioners and not the Highway Board’. 19
Mr Cain recommended some amendments to the Bill to clarify this relationship.20 These were not
picked up by any Member.
Objections to the existence of separate body responsible for this licensing function were largely from
a financial perspective. Some Members felt that having a separate body would be more costly,
because it would involve paying for both the Commissioners’ expenses and administrative support
for the Commissioners.21 The mover reassured Members that the added cost was unlikely to be
high, as the Commissioners would be supported by staff of the Highway Board.22
There was also some debate as to the method of appointing the Chairman. Some Members felt that
Tynwald should be involved in the appointment process, not the Lieutenant Governor. However, no
appropriate amendments were tabled.23
Public Passenger Vehicles Bill 1984
The role of the RTCs was reconsidered as a result of the Public Passenger Vehicles Bill 1984.
During the Clauses stage in the Keys on 27th November 1984, Mr Brown moved an amendment to
abolish the RTCs. He was supported in principle by a number of other Members, including Mr
Gilbey, who suggested referring the Bill to a Committee. The motion to refer the Bill to a Committee

19

House of Keys (14 Jan 1964), 366.
House of Keys (14 Jan 1964), 367.
21
House of Keys (28 Jan 1964), 484-487.
22
House of Keys (28 Jan 1964), 486.
23
The Lieutenant Governor retained this power until 1992, when it was transferred to the Chief Minister (Transfer of
Governor’s Function Act 1992, Sch. 1).
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of the House of Keys was successful. The Members elected to the Committee were Mr Bell, Mr
Brown, Mr Gilbey, Mr Maddrell, Mr Martin, and Mr Quirk.
The Committee reported in November 1985.24 The Report concluded that the RTCs fulfilled ‘a useful
task’ and should be retained. The Chairman of the Committee commented during debate on 26th
November 1985:
In our deliberations on the role and responsibilities of Road Traffic Commissioners, there was
indeed, I am glad to say, unanimous support from all who gave evidence and it was agreed that
these responsibilities should remain in the control of — and what is very important — a nonpolitical body who would be nominated by Executive Council and elected by Tynwald, and that
the term for the chairman should be three years.25
The Road Traffic Commissioners’ relationship with Government bodies
From 1964 to the mid-1980s, the RTCs fell under the responsibility of the Highway Board.
In June 1986, the Highway Board was reconstituted as the Department of Highways, Ports and
Properties.26 Its responsibilities in relation to the RTCs were transferred to the new Department at
the same time.
In June 1992, the Council of Ministers made proposals for a new Department of Transport, which
would take over many of the responsibilities of the Department of Highways, Ports and Properties,
including the Road Traffic Commissioners. The report on the proposal stated that:
‘…in order to reduce the potential for a possible conflict of interest, it is suggested that the
Commissioners should be linked to the Policy, Legislation, and Administration Division.’27
The report was debated in Tynwald on 8th July 1992. Some concerns were raised about the role of
the RTCs within the proposed Department of Transport. The Speaker queried the degree to which
the Road Traffic Commissioners could be seen to be impartial if they were part of the Policy,
Legislation and Administration Division (T540). Mr Quine described the Commissioners as ‘an
anachronism’, commenting that ‘…if they had pushed that to one side and taken first the question of
a transport regulatory body alongside the existing department, you would not have had the
upheaval but you would have had the expertise that the department needs to discharge their
functions’ (T547). Much of the debate, however, revolved around issues such as the responsibility
for sewage and the Properties Division. The motion to receive and approve the recommendations of
the report was successfully amended by Mr Corlett, so that the report was simply received by
Tynwald.
The Council of Ministers referred some of the concerns raised during the debate to its
Administration Committee, the work of which resulted in a further report published in June 1994.28

24

Report of the Select Committee of the House of Keys on the Public Passenger Vehicles Bill, November 1985.
HoK Deb (26 Nov 1985), K292.
26
GC 190/86; Tynwald Court (28 May 1986), T2032.
27
‘Proposals for the Creation of a Department of Transport’, Council of Ministers, June 1992, para 4.8.7.
25
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The report mostly deals with the question of where best to locate within the Government structure
responsibility for the ports, the Properties Division, and sewerage; there is no consideration of the
role of the Road Traffic Commissioners. The report was debated and its recommendation approved
by Tynwald on 13th July 1994.
The Department of Transport came into existence in January 1995 following the approval of the
Department of Transport Order 1994 (SD 486/94) by Tynwald in December 1994.29 Responsibility for
the RTCs was thereby transferred to the new Department of Transport.30

28

‘A Department of Transport’, Council of Ministers, June 1994.
Tynwald Court (13 Dec 1994), T226.
30
At the time, the bus service was the responsibility of the Department of Tourism and Leisure (formerly Department of
Tourism, Leisure and Transport).
29
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Here we have the Road Transport Licensing Committee which is established in legislation and
does not have much governance around it.
Is it possible to find out what equivalent set ups relating to that sort of activity, in other small
jurisdictions?

For: Environment and Infrastructure Policy Review Committee
In response to your request detailed above, please find overviews of the bodies that regulate
passenger and goods vehicles in Jersey, Guernsey, Malta, and Gibraltar.
Jersey
Driver and Vehicle Standards
Driver and Vehicle Standards is part of the Department of Infrastructure (formerly Transport and
Technical Services). It is responsible for the licensing, registration, condition and standards of all
drivers and their vehicles in Jersey. It is staffed by officers of the Department, and the Minister has
overall responsibility for on-Island transport policy.
Guernsey
The Issuing Authority
The Issuing Authority is authorised by law to rule on matters relating to road service licenses and
public service vehicle licences. It comprises staff acting under delegated authority of the Committee
for the Environment & Infrastructure. The Committee deals with appeals against decisions of the
Issuing Authority.
Malta
Transport Malta
Transport Malta (the Authority for Transport in Malta) is the government body that oversees all
areas relating to transport in Malta. Its guiding principles, as set out in statute, are ‘to promote and
Page 1
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develop the transport sector in Malta by means of proper regulation and by the promotion and
development of related services, businesses and other interests both locally and internationally’.
It is overseen by the Maltese Ministry of Transport and Infrastructure. When the authority was
created in 2009, it assumed the functions previously exercised by several different governmental
bodies.
The Authority has a Board, which is composed of a Chairman (who is also CEO) and between six and
eleven other Board Members (who may not be members of the legislature or judiciary).
Gibraltar
Transport Commission
The Transport Act provides for a Transport Commission, consisting of the Minister as Chairman, a
Secretary, and at least four other Members who are appointed by the Minister. The Commission
considers applications for licenses provided for by the Act and advises the Government on matters
relating to public transport. The Traffic Act provides for an equivalent Traffic Commission, many of
whose responsibilities have been transferred to the Transport Commission (Transport Act, 6.(1)).
Driver and Vehicle Licensing Department
The Driver and Vehicle Licensing Department of the Ministry for Transport, Traffic and Technical
Services provides the secretariat for the Transport Commission. The Department is responsible for
examining and licensing drivers and vehicles, including public service vehicles, as well as testing
motor vehicles. It has 11 technical staff, 11 administrative staff, and 7 transport inspectors, and is
headed by the Chief Examiner, who is accountable to the Minister.
Gibraltar Taxi Authority
The Gibraltar Taxi Authority was established in law by the Taxis (City Service and Cruise Terminal)
Regulations 2017. It is responsible for monitoring, supervising and ensuring the functioning of the
Gibraltar taxi service. The Driver and Vehicle Licensing Department has assumed the functions of the
taxi authority.

Page 2
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From: Capewell, Noel
Sent: 31 May 2021 17:57
To: Francisca Gale
Subject: E&IPRC - Request to give oral evidence
Dear Francisca,
The Chairman of the Road Transport Licensing Committee (“RTLC”) has asked me to send you the
following message.
The RTLC has been unable to respond adequately to the Environment and Infrastructure Policy Review
Committee (“E&IPR Committee”) for the following reasons:•

We have undertaken as a priority substantial additional work introducing Goods Vehicle
(“GVs”) Regulations approved by Tynwald in July 2018. The first step was to register
around 200 operators, substantially more than originally estimated. Some 730 GVs and
trailers have also been registered. No additional resource was provided for this work but
we diverted our recently appointed “Project Officer” to GV work. That has meant that the
Projects he was appointed to undertake have been seriously delayed.

•

Routine work, some of it safety critical, was severely impacted by the Covid Emergency
powers which suspended the work of the RTLC for some months.

•

From January to the end of May 2021 our staff resources were severely reduced by a
decision of the CEO of DEFA to remove, without any replacement, our “Project Officer”
who had been leading the RTLC implementation work on GVs. This meant that the
Secretary had to take on all of the work that the “Project Officer” was doing in addition to
his own work.

•

In March 2021, the Chair of the RTLC had to inform the Chief Minister that the RTLC was
unable to deliver its statutory duties because of resource issues.

On 12th April 2019, the IRTA gave evidence to the Committee. Much of this evidence was critical of the
RTLC.
The evidence is largely inaccurate because:•

Some criticisms relate to the regulations and associated issues, which are the
responsibility of DoI, not the RTLC.

•

Some issues relate to the Planning Section at DEFA, which are not the responsibility of
the RTLC.

On 15th May 2019, the Manx Taxi Federation gave evidence to the Committee. Much of this evidence
was critical of the RTLC.
In order to ensure the E&IPR Committee has accurate and balanced knowledge of the facts, the RTLC
needs to set out our work with Public Passenger Vehicles (“PPVs” e.g. taxis and buses) as well as the
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constraints under which the RTLC operates. These constraints have been created by the existing
legislation, the Road Transport Act 2001, and its supporting regulations.
The RTLC is currently engaged in recovering from the difficulties outlined above, giving priority to
issues critical to public safety. We have not yet been able to appear at an E&IPR Committee hearing
even though we would like to. The RTLC believes that such an appearance is necessary to provide the
E&IPR Committee with all the information it requires about PPV and GV regulation. Unfortunately,
however, it is unlikely that the RTLC will be able to appear at a hearing for some time given the
difficulties it and its Officers are currently facing.
Kind regards,
Noel.

Isle of Man. Giving you freedom to flourish
WARNING: This email message and any files transmitted with it are confidential and may be subject to legal privilege. You must not
copy or deliver it to any other person or use the contents in any unauthorised manner without the express permission of the sender. If
you are not the intended addressee of this e-mail, please delete it and notify the sender as soon as possible.
No employee or agent is authorised to conclude any binding agreement on behalf of any of the Departments or Statutory Boards of the
Isle of Man Government with any party by e-mail without express written confirmation by a Manager of the relevant Department or
Statutory Board.
RAAUE: S’preevaadjagh yn çhaghteraght post-l shoh chammah’s coadanyn erbee currit marish as ta shoh coadit ec y leigh. Cha
nhegin diu coipal ny cur eh da peiagh erbee elley ny ymmydey yn chooid t’ayn er aght erbee dyn kied leayr veih’n choyrtagh. Mannagh
nee shiu yn enmyssagh kiarit jeh’n phost-l shoh, doll-shiu magh eh, my sailliu, as cur-shiu fys da’n choyrtagh cha leah as oddys shiu.
Cha nel kied currit da failleydagh ny jantagh erbee conaant y yannoo rish peiagh ny possan erbee lesh post-l er son Rheynn ny Boayrd
Slattyssagh erbee jeh Reiltys Ellan Vannin dyn co-niartaghey scruit leayr veih Reireyder y Rheynn ny Boayrd Slattyssagh t’eh bentyn
rish.
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